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If however you are using plastic clothespins, a glue gun (operated by adults) will be needed or glue dots. Dinosaur

Clothespin Puppets. scissors. If you are using wooden clothespins, a regular stick glue or school glue will do. Instructions)

Color each dino 2) Cut out each puppet around outline 3) Cut puppet in half along dotted line on mouth 4) Put glue on top &

bottom of clothespin opening 5) Align & sitck puppet to both sides of clothespin All done! Stick the top part of the dinosaur

puppet on the top part of the gripping area, and the bottom part with Dinosaur Clothespin Puppets Craft You’ll need this

template, clothespins (wooden are best), scissors & glue. There aredifferent dinosaur Print out these Dinosaur clothespin

puppets, let your students choose their favorite dinosaurs, and let them have lots of imaginative aredifferent dinosaur The

Wooden Clothespins Dinosaur puppets arecool theater puppets for a creative, fun and exciting Imaginary wooden puppet

set helps to develop multiple skills, it's Check out our printable clothes pin dinosaur puppet selection for the very best in

unique or custom, handmade pieces from our hand puppets shopsCut out the puppet. Tip: Once you cut out the puppets,

you can also laminate the puppet parts to make it last even longer! Title: Dinosaur clothespin puppets printable Created

Date/17/ AM Apply glue on the gripping part of the clothespin. Glue the top part of the head to. Print out our Dinosaur

clothespin puppets, choose your favorite dinosaurs and Print out these Dinosaur clothespin puppets, let your students

choose their favorite dinosaurs, and let them have lots of imaginative fun. Step by Step Instructions: Print out our dinosaur

puppet template. These puppets come both in black and white as well as pre-colored designs TUTORIALPrint up the puppet

le in color on white card stock. Grab a clothespin. Cut along the mouth line. We recommend printing on heavier print paper

for more durability. It can be printed on a home printer, but I prefer printing it up at a print shop like The UPS Store, FedEx,

or StaplesCut out the animal heads and then cut the heads in half along the mouth lineHot glue them to the side of a

clothespin This dinosaur craft is perfect for dramatic play or story time.
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